
COOKIE 
 
 
Cookie is a profoundly difficult character to take on (hence the appeal, we hope). Cookie is a nickname 
(for the doughy pallor of his skin and not on account of his cookies) so apropos that the folks in town 
that come to clog their arteries at his seedy roadside diner have forgotten whatever his real name is. He 
is the type of guy who, for a complex set of genetic, social, economic, geographic and karmic reasons, 
was never going to amount to much, and was never going to be okay with that. The type of guy who 
wasn’t bullied into being an asshole, who on some level simply decided to feel hard done by rather than 
take responsibility for who he became. The type of guy who when he is bullying you actually feels he is 
doing you good, who can’t understand why you aren’t more appreciative of all the things he does for 
you, when the reality is that even the things he does do for you are for him. 
 
Formally speaking, Cookie’s relationship with his favorite employee, our heroine Amy, is a key 
component of the film. The audience is meant to see Cookie initially as at least a saner choice of 
boyfriend than our killer The Man. But The Man is more a man than Cookie will ever be. Early on in the 
story, Cookie freaks out when he catches Amy kissing The Man aka “Johnny” in the diner after hours. But 
when Johnny takes offence, Cookie backs down instantly. Now if Cookie really cared for Amy’s well-
being, if he had a modicum of real self-respect, he would man-up and, win or lose, take Johnny on. 
 
Cookie later is rendered more sympathetic when Amy hears him out back of the diner coughing up his 
lungs on his smoke break, a hint he might have cancer. There are other moments too in the middle of 
the story when he is struggling to come to terms with the fact that Amy prefers Johnny where we catch 
glimpses of who Cookie could have been. But these moments are fleeting: after Cookie learns Johnny has 
abandoned Amy, instead of consoling her, he bullies her into a date by threatening to fire if she doesn’t 
agree. When she acquiesces, the power he feels at that moment is the power he does not have in his life 
outside in the world. It is the power the coward craves, as it comes at no cost to them.  
 
Later during their date, Cookie treats it as an opportunity for him to basically rape her, and for her to be 
grateful, just so he can magnanimously forget that she preferred Johnny. Which in his universe means he 
can do her an even bigger favor by eventually marrying her so she can worship at his altar for the rest of 
eternity.  
 
So Cookie’s character is one of the key means by which we mirror The Man’s character arc i.e. as Amy 
entices The Man into evolving into a human being, Cookie devolves even further into a kind of loathsome 
caricature of a man. On some level, he is another face or aspect of this latter day America that we see 
lashing out at everything, unable to look itself in the mirror and accept that it made the grave it’s getting 
buried in. 
 
Now, of the posters who’ve graciously commented on The Fall, we noticed more than half are female, 
and judging from the comments, we see Cookie as someone many women will have unfortunately met 
at least once in their lives. If we get the performance from the actor we envision, they will come to 
despise him as much as we do. For the guys, we see Cookie as an opportunity for them to hopefully 
reflect on their own behavior, for there is a little Cookie in all men.  
 
Finally, we’re not supposed to talk particular actors, so without naming too many names, we can think of 
more than a few successful actors who are in the process of being typecast who could really use Cookie 
as a means of redefining what they are capable of, particularly if the actor has been used primarily in 
comedic roles or as a romantic lead. Imagine Channing Tatum with a goatee, cheap tattoos and minus 
the six-pack, and you’ll get what we mean. 


